CeLT & CLE Present

VI A Z O O M

LANGUAGE LEARNER
KICKBACK

AN EVENT FOR STUDENTS WHO LOVE TO LEARN
FOREIGN LANGUAGES!

ENJOY DISCUSSIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
RUN BY THE STUDENTS.

https://iu.zoom.us/j/91977603179

JACOB SCHMITT
Majors: Computational Linguistics
Member of the Chinese Flagship Program
Learning Chinese and Speaks Spanish

UMIDA KHIKMATILLAeva
Assistant Coordinator for CLE/CeLT
Indiana University

7.23.2020
5-6 PM
FOREIGN LANGUAGE KICKBACK

STUDENT SHARING (PRESENTER: JACOB SCHMITT)

EXPERT PRESENTATION (PRESENTER: UMIDA KHIMATILLAEVA)

OPEN DISCUSSION

GOAL:

FORM A COMMUNITY OF LANGUAGE LEARNERS.

SUPPORT AND MOTIVATE EACH OTHER.

MEET PEERS WITH SIMILAR INTERESTS.

GET TO KNOW EXPERTS IN LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION.

Organized by Center for Language Technology (CeLT) & Center for Language Excellence (CLE)